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Abstract 

Given a small pretopos P, we consider the category %~ob(P) of models of P indexed over 
topological spaces. By considering indexed categories of coalgebras, we show that for any 
indexed functor F : YJIO~( P) + IUlob( Q), where Q is another small pretopos, the functor F’ : 
Mod(P) + Mod(Q) preserves filtered colimits. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 

1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 03C20, 18A15, 18A25 

1. Introduction 

A pretopos is a category P that is left exact, has strict initial object, stable disjoint 

finite coproducts and stable quotients of equivalence relations (see [7]). A functor 

between pretoposes that preserves the structure is called elementary. In [8] Makkai 

and Reyes explore the relation between pretoposes and first order coherent theories. 

We can regard a small pretopos P as a first-order coherent theory. The category of 

models, Mod(P), for the coherent theory P is the full subcategory of SetP whose 

objects are elementary functors. The category Mod(P) has filtered colimits and they 

are preserved by the inclusion Mod(P) -+ SetP. In general, we cannot guarantee the 

existence of other kinds of colimits nor can we guarantee the existence of any kind 

of limit in Mod(P). However, as a consequence of Los theorem (see [7]) we have 

that the ultraproduct in SetP of a family of elementary functors is again an elementary 

fun&or. That is, Mod(P) has ultraproducts and they are pointwise. 
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Considering filtered colimits, it seems reasonable to ask what extra structure on 

Mod(P) and Set would guarantee that a fun&or F : Mod(P) + Set preserving the 

extra structure, preserves filtered colimits. 

Mod(P) can be the given structure of an indexed category over the category Top of 

topological spaces and continuous maps, in the sense of Part and Schumacher [9], i.e., 

given a pretopos P define the Top-indexed category f)32ob( P) as follows: For a topologi- 

cal space X, the category ‘!JJJD~(P)~ is the full subcategory of Sh(X)’ whose objects are 

elementary functors, where Sh(X) is the category of sheaves over X. Given another 

topological space Y and a continuous function f : Y +X, define f * : %Rob( P)x -+ 

!JJIo~(P)~ by composition with the usual f * : S(X) + Sh( Y). This definition works 

because f* : S?(X) -+ Sh( Y) . is an elementary functor. The category Set can also 

be indexed. Denote by 6et the Top-indexed category such that Getx =Sh(X) and 

f * : Getx + GetY is the usual f* : S/z(X) + Sh(Y). Then 6et is the category of sets 

suitably topologized (see [4]). Notice that !lJlob(P)’ = Mod(P) and Get’ = Set. We 

show that for any Top-indexed functor F : YJlob(P) -+ 6et we have that the fun&or 

F’ :Mod(P)-+Set preserves filtered colimits. To do this we generalize a result of Lever. 

Lever in [5] showed that for any Top-indexed fun&or F : 6et 4 Get, the fun&or 

F’ : Set + Set preserves filtered colimits. Furthermore, the assignment F H F’ is an 

equivalence ( )’ : Top-ind(Get, Get) + FiIt(Set, Set) where Top-ind is the category 

of categories indexed over Top and Filt is the category of categories with filtered 

colimits and filtered colimit preserving functors. We generalize the result in the fol- 

lowing way: Given a category A with filtered colimits and products we construct a 

Top-indexed category ‘3. For a topological space X, the category (rzx is the category 

of coalgebras for a comonad defined on Alx’ where 1x1 is the underlying set of the 

space X. We will have that QI1 = A (see the definition below). For A = Set we obtain 

‘3 = Get. We show that given categories A and B with filtered colimits and prod- 

ucts in which the filtered colimits satisfy an extra condition with absolute equalizers 

and products, if 2I, 23 are their corresponding Top-indexed categories and F : 2l-+ 23 

is a Top-indexed fimctor then F’ : A -+ B preserves filtered colimits and the functor 

( )’ : Top-ind(%, 23) -+ FiIt(A, B) is an equivalence of categories. We follow the same 

strategy for the proof as the one in [5]. 

When we apply the above construction to a presheaf category A = SetP we denote 

the result by GetP. With P a pretopos we will have %RoZ~~(P)~ a full subcategory of 

(GetP)X with f* : 1)320b(P)~ + !lJl~b(P)~ the restriction of f* : ( GetP)X --+ ( GetP)Y. 

This observation will allow us to prove that for any Top-indexed fun&or F : 9Jlob( P) -+ 

Get we have that F’ : Mod(P) + Set preserves filtered colimits. 

In the general case we take full subcategories & of A and Bo of B where A and 

B satisfy the conditions mentioned above. Under some closure conditions on these 

subcategories we obtain subTop-indexed categories 2X,), 80 of ‘% and 23. In this case, 

for any Top-indexed fun&or F : ‘2&-, + 230 we have that F’ : A0 + Bo preserves filtered 

colimits. 

It is worthwhile to note that ultraproducts play a central role throughout the paper. 

Given a filter (I,P), that is to say, a set Z and a filter F on I, and a category A 
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with filtered colimits and products we define the reduced product functor n9 : A’ -+ A 

such that for any (ai) : (Ai)1 + (A:)1 in A’ we have n, (Ai) = lim JE9 IJj,, Aj, and 

fly (ai)1 = lim JET nj,J aj. In particular, when we have an ultrafilter (I,%) and a 
+ 

Top-indexed functor F : 54 + !I3 we obtain a natural isomorphism YFo& : F’ o n, + n4 o 
F’. From these natural isomorphisms we can recover the indexed functor F uniquely. 

The same can be said for a Top-indexed functor F : ‘%o --) SO. 

2. Continuous families of coalgebras 

2.1. Notation 

All through the paper we assume that A and B are categories with filtered colimits 

and products, X, Y are topological spaces and f : Y +X is a continuous function. 

Given a point x E X denote by Ox = { U c X 1 U is an open neighborhood of x}. Denote 

by 4 = {J c X 1 J is a neighborhood of x}. Jli; is clearly a filter on 1x1. Notice that 

IJ,(&))~ 12~~0, rIyCUA, for any 6%) in A’. This means that we can restrict to 

open sets when using the universal property of the colimit to define an arrow out of 

fl, ((A,)). Given a filter (I, g) and an object (Ai) in A’, we denote 

the reduced product fimctor n, by nAi/F. 

2.2. Continuous families of coalgebras 

The definition of the cotriples we need is a direct generalization 

whose coalgebras are categories of sheaves over topological spaces. 

its image under 

of the cotriples 

Definition 2.1. Define the cotriple GX = (Gx, ax, Sx) over AIx’ as follows: The functor 
GX : Aixi + Alxt is the unique functor such that for every x E X the triangle 

AIX’ GX , AIX’ 

commutes, where px is the xth projection. Define E* : G* -+ 1 such that the xth com- 

ponent (sx (A,)), of sx (A,) is the unique map that makes the diagram 
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commute for every J E &. Now, we define 6X : GX --f GXGX. Let x E X and U E OX. 

Induce the unique map {U : nuEU A, -+ nIuEU (n A,./Jlr,) that makes the diagram 

commute for every u E U. Notice that we need U open so that it is also a neighborhood 

of u. Define the xth component 

of Sx(A,) as the arrow determined by lim ~~0, CU. 
-_) 

It is not hard to see that (GX,aX,GX) is indeed a cotriple. As a matter of fact, this 
& 

cotriple is induced by the adjunction Alx’ $+ AOCX)OP, where O(X) is the category of 

opens of X with inclusions as arrows, S is the stalks fimctor: for o : F + F’ in Ao(X)oP, 

we have S(F)= (1% usX FU), and S(o) = (lim usX 0~)~; and R is such that for any 

(fn)x : (4, --) @4x in Aix’ we have R(A,),(z) = nxEU A, and R(f,),(U) = aEU fx 

(see [41). 

Definition 2.2. The Top-indexed category ‘2I is defined as follows: 91x is the category 

(Alxl)o~ of GX coalgebras. Let (zX), : (A,), + (fl A,/Jlij)x be a coalgebra in ‘21x. Given 

y E Y and JEM~~ we have that f-‘JEJIS. There is a unique arrow 

that makes the diagram 

commute for every J E 4,,, where rrfo : nwEJ A, + Afv is the projection. Let f*((~~)~) 

= (& O rfu)v : (AdY --f (n AfD/&y)y. Given an arrow (ax) : (zx) -+ (7:) in ‘21x define 

f*(W) = (QJu. 
It is not hard to show that this does define a functor f* : 91x + ‘3’. Furthermore, 

VI is then a strict Top-indexed category, that is to say, all the coherence isomorphisms 

are identities. 
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We could have defined the category at X to be the full subcategory S/Q(X) of 
ACO(X whose functors satisfy the usual exactness condition. Under the assumption 

that A is complete, we obtain a right adjoint Y : ‘d 4 AO(X)op to the comparison func- 

tor @ : AOCX)OP + ‘Qlx (see [2]). It is shown in [lo] that for any presheaf F we have that 

Y@F is a sheaf. Furthermore, in the same paper it is shown that the composition Y@ is 

left adjoint to the inclusion SAA(X) + A oV’F’p if the stalks functor S : %A(X) + Alx’ re- 

flects isomorphisms and filtered colimits of monomorphisms are monomorphisms in A. 

This reflector is used in [4] to define f * : S&(X) -+ %A( Y) for any continuous tinction 

f : Y AX. Also from [lo], if the stalks functor S : &j(X) -+ Alx’ preserves equalizers 

of S-split pairs then Y : ‘9Xx + A OO’P is tripleable, and as a consequence, the categories 

%A(X) and CrrX are equivalent. 

We however do not require A to have equalizers, and pursue our investigation with 

the categories of coalgebras as stated above. Observe that the definition of f * is fairly 

straightforward in this case. We point out that the condition that the stalks functor 

S : SAA(X) --+ Aixl preserves equalizers of S-split pairs is closely related to the condition 

given in Section 2.4 below, relating filtered colimits and absolute equalizers that we 

do require A to satisfy. 

When A is the category Set, we have that 9I is equivalent, as an indexed category, 

to Get. 

2.3. Examples of coalgebras 

Let us take a look at several topological spaces and their corresponding coalgebras. 

Let (Z,9) be a filter. Define the topological space ZF whose set of points is 

Z U {a~}, with 009 $?‘I. The topology given by U c Z U {coy} open iff [co9 E U 

implies U - {oc)~t} E 91. ‘& is equivalent to the category whose objects are arrows 

z:A,, + nAi/F, and h w ose morphisms z -+ z’ are families ( fm,F, (fi)) : (AWF, (Ai)) 
+ (A&, (AI)) that make the square 

commute. Assume now we have another filter & over the same set Z such that P C 6’. 

We define the continuous function h&y : Z& +ZF such that hJp(oota) = ~g and hg&i) 
= i for all i E I. In the description given above the action of hi9 : dF -+ ‘9X1’ is as fol- 

lows. The image of z : A,, + n Ai/9 is the composition A,, 1, fl Ai/9 + n Ai/&, 
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where the second arrow makes the diagram 

II A,/9 > l-IAilb 

commute for every J E 9. Given JO c I, denote by Y(Jo) the filter generated by JO. 
Notice that nAi/Y(J) N flj,-J, Aj. 

Let X be a topological space and xs EX. Let Z = 1x1 - (x0) and define 3& = {J - 

1x0) I J E 4,). &c, r is a (possibly degenerate) filter on Z. Denote ZSC;, by ZXO. We have 

a continuous function ZrX, : Z,, AX such that Zz,.,(oo) =x0 and h,,(u) = u for every u E I. 

For any coalgebra (rX) in 21X we have that 

where the last arrow is obtained by omitting the factor x in all the products. 

Lemma 2.3. Zf jiltered colimits commute with jinite products in A, then z,, can be 

recovered from the composition A,, 3 nA,/JtT,, -+ nAU/Fx. 

Proof. The condition implies that 

nA,lJlrx, 5 A,, x nAJ%,,. 

Since the diagram 

commutes, the result follows. 0 

Denote the Sierpinski space by S, i.e., S has two points, 0, 1, and its only nontrivial 

open set is { 1). The category ‘@ is isomorphic to A’. Given js E J c Z we have a 

continuous function ZrZO~ : S + Z~J) such that hjOJ(0) = CCIY(J) and hZ,J( 1) =js. Then 
* hjoJ sends z : A,,(,, + njg- Aj to AmsPC,, 5 I$,-- Aj 2 Aj,, . 

Let D be a small directed preorder. Denote by TD the topological space whose 

points are the objects of D endowed with the Alexandroff topology. That is, U c TD 

open if and only if U is an up-closed subset of D. Given d in TD we have that Nd 

has a minimum, namely {d’l d’ 2 d}. Therefore, n Ad/JITd N nd,,d Ad’ for any family 

(Ad). It follows that 21TD is isomorphic to AD. Denote by T’D the topological space 

obtained from TD by adding an extra point, oo. The topology of T’D consists of those 
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sets U such that U = 0 or [oo E U and U - {oo} is up-closed in D]. The inclusion 

iD : TD -+ T’D is continuous. For reasons that will become clear in the following section 

we want the functor ig : YITID -+ ‘2I TD to be an equivalence. To prove this we will use 

Beck’s tripleability theorem (see [6]). However, we need an extra condition on A that 

we introduce in the next section. 

If D = 2, the ordered set with two elements, 0 and 1, with 0 5 1, then TD is 

Sierpinski’s space S. In the topology of T’2 it is not possible to distinguish the points 

1 and 00. This implies that ig : 21T’* + ‘?I’* is an equivalence. 

2.4. Absolute equalizers 

Let D be a small directed preorder and H : D + A3 be a diagram. Given d E D 

denote Hd by Had ‘$ Hid. 
hid 

Definition 2.4. We say that filtered colimits respect absolute equalizers in A if for 

every directed preorder D and any diagram H: D + A=’ the following condition is 

satisfied. If for every d E D the pair (hod, h,d) has an absolute equalizer ed : Ed + Hod 
and the pair 

!% h0d 
limd Hod : led H,d 

EdhId 

has an absolute equalizer, then the diagram 

%ded $dhod 
lim Ed -edHod 
.d 

: lhmdH, d 

ef=d h’d 

is an equalizer. 

Even though the condition is rather technical, notice that it is satisfied in any left- 

exact category with filtered colimits in which filtered colimits commute with finite 

limits. In particular, any locally finitely presentable category satisfies the condition. 

2.5. Coalgebras for the space T’D 

We assume that filtered colimits respect absolute equalizers on A. Under this cir- 

cumstances we show that the category ‘%T’D is equivalent to AD. 
Define L : AD + A’T’D’ such that L({Ad % &}d<&) = (lim Ad, (&)d), where the - .d 

first coordinate corresponds to the point 00. If 

{fd} : {Ad 2 &‘}dq + {&j 2 &‘}d+& 

is an arrow in AD, then define -W(h)) = (5, fd, (Ai)). 
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Lemma 2.5. Iffiltered colimits respect pointwise absolute equalizers and D is a small 

directed pose& then the functor L : AD + AiTtDi defined above is cotripleable. 

Proof. We use Beck’s tripleability theorem (see [6]). First, we need a right adjoint. 

Define R : A’T’D’ --f AD such that 

R((A,, (Ad)))= A, x n Ad,lA,APddlACO x n Ad,, , 
d”>d d”>d’ - - d<d’ 

where p&f makes the diagram 

n- Pdd’ 
d”>d d A 11-n d” >d’ 

Ad” 
_ 

commute for every d” L d. If (foe, (fd)) : (A,, (Ad)) + (B,, (I&)) then 

R is right adjoint to L. 

L clearly reflects isomorphisms. 

SuPPose {fd}, {gd} : {Ad -‘Adr}dld’ + {Bd +Bd~}d~dt is a parallel pair in AD such 

that L( { fd} ),L( {gd}) has an absolute eqUahC!r 

(lim fd, (fd)) 

&.u~ (Ed))------ (ec&d)) ( hnd Ad, (Ad)) ,;&=$12d Bd, tBd)). 

-+d ’ 

Projecting we obtain, the following absolute equalizers: 

fd 
Ed x&a&j 

Sd 

limdfd 

KC 3 lim Ad 
.d 

- IhI,& 
h d 9d 

where d is any element of D. 
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Therefore, for every d 5 d’ in D we can induce an arrow Ed --+ Ed, such that 

commutes. It is easily seen that we obtain an equalizer diagram 

{Ed + E&}&d 3 {Ad + A&}&d’ 0 ------+{Bd + Bd’}d<d’. 

h7dl 

Since filtered colimits respect pointwise absolute equalizers we obtain that L pre- 

serves these equalizers. It is clear that L reflects these equalizers. Therefore, L is 

cotripleable. 0 

Denote the comparison morphism by @n : AD + ‘$IUPD. It is not hard to see that a 

pseudo-inverse for the composition aUTD % AD 3 ‘%‘ID is it where i = iD : TD + 

T’D is the inclusion. Let !?u = (‘%T’D 5 91TD -% AD). 

Corollary 2.6. If jiltered colimits respect pointwise absolute equalizers in A and D is 

a small directed pose& then the diagram 

commutes up to isomorphism. 

3. Filtered colimits and indexed coalgebras 

We will assume that in A and in B filtered colimits respect absolute equalizers. We 

then show that for any Top-indexed functor F : ‘$I + 23 the functor F’ : A + B preserves 

filtered colimits. To do this it is enough to consider directed colimits (see [l]). 

Lemma 3.1. If F : 2l+ 23 is a Top-indexed functor, then the diagram 

23~ B 2 

N 

commutes up to isomorphism (where F* = (F’ )*). 
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N 
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FS 

^\ 

F2 

‘$I’ = ’ A’ 4 

o* S’ 
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1, 

Proof. Consider the diagram 1 & S in Top, where the arrow 1 ‘picks’ 1 ES and 

the arrow 0 ‘picks’ 0 ES. Let &,:I : A2 + A be the domain and codomain mnctors. 

Let id : A-+ A2 be the functor such that id(A) = 1~ and id(f) = (f,f). Consider the 

diagram 

The front and back faces commute sequentially. The right face clearly commutes. 

Since F is indexed the left face commutes sequentially up to isomorphism. Given 
K+)‘to 

an algebra A0 - As x Al in 21s, consider the morphism (l,+,,tx) :S*Ao 4 (lo,,, 

a) in ‘$I’. Apply FS and use coherence. 0 

Lemma 3.2. If in A and in B jiltered colimits respect absolute equalizers and F : ‘2l + 
23 is a Top-indexed functor, then for every small directed preorder D the diagram 

% TD = -A D 

FTD 

I i 

FD 

B 
TD AB D 

N 
commutes up to isomorphism. 

Proof. Let d, d’ E D be such that d 5 d’. Define the functor &jd’ : 2 + D such that 

&&/(O) = d and Clddl( 1) = d’. Define the continuous function &d’ : s + TD such that 

&d’(O) = d and pdd’( 1) = d’. Consider the diagram 

tip* = 
d‘? 

\ 

) A’ 
A% 

TD = ,AD 
/ 

2l 

FS Fm 
I I 

FD FZ 

-/ 

bS 
I% 

Now use Lemma 3.1. 0 
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Corollary 3.3. If in A and in 6 filtered colimits respect absolute equalizers and 
F : ‘3 + 23 is a Top-indexed functor, then for every small directed preorder D the 
diagram 

commutes up to isomorphism. 

Proof. Since F is a Top-indexed fimctor the square 

.* 
2l T'D ID -2I 

D 

j&D I I FTD 

23 
T’D 

-23 
D 

.* 
‘D 

commutes up to isomorphism. Paste this square with the one from Lemma 3.2. 0 

Theorem 3.4. If in A and in B jiltered colimits respect absolute equalizers and 
F : 5X--+ 23 is a Top-indexed functor, then F’ : A --t B preserves jltered colimits. 

Proof. As we pointed out at the beginning of this section it is enough to consider 

directed colimits. Let D be a small directed preorder. Consider the diagram 

Use Corollaries 3.3 and 2.6. 0 
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This means that we have a fimctor ( )’ : Top-ind(W, 23) -+ Filt(A, B). 

4. Reduced products and ultraproducts 

Here is another condition we need B to satisfy. Given a filter (Z, F), let 599 = (92 ) 4! 

is an ultrafilter on Z and 9 C &}. If 42 E ‘279 there is a unique arrow i,~% : n Bi/9 + 

n Bi/% making the diagram 

commutes for every J E F. 

Definition 4.1. We say that ultraproducts determine reduced products in B if for every 

filter (Z,F) and every family (Bj) in B’ the family 

is jointly manic. 

Ultraproducts determine reduced products in Set due to the fact that for every filter 

(Z, 9) we have 9 = flQEVF %. 

5. Transition natural transformations 

Assume F : ‘?I + 23 is a Top-indexed functor. Let (Z, 42) be an ultrafilter. A coalgebra 

in ‘2l’* is determined by an arrow r :A, -+ flA$& in A. In particular, the ~ITOW 

Q-IA,-/I : llAi/@ -+ fl Ai/@ determines a coalgebra in %I*. Then 

Using the coherence isomorphisms FCQ’ + oo*F’* and Fi* + i*Fz* we obtain an arrow 

yFg (Ai) : F(nAi/%) + nFAi/%. It turns out that y~q is a natural transformation as 

shown 
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We can actually give an explicit description of YFQ. We will need the following 

lemma 

Lemma 5.1. Given a Top-indexed finctor F : 2I -+ 23 and an ultraJilter (I,%) we have 

that for every coalgebra a : A, + n Ai 1% the diagram 

F&J 
FU 

b F(l-I -WV 

commutes. 

Proof. Consider the morphism (cr, (1~~)) : CT -+ lnAi,% in ‘9X’* apply F’* and use co- 

herence. 0 

Lemma 5.2. For any family (Ai) in A’ we have that YFe(Ai)l is the composition 

where the isomorphism on the left is due to the fact that F PreservesJiltered colimits 
and the arrow on the right is limJEQ(Frcj) with nj : fl Aj -+ Aj the projection. 

Proof. Let J E %!. Recall from Section 2.3 the definition of the continuous function 

hjJ : S + I~(J, for every j E J. The square 

commutes up to a coherent isomorphism. Thus, for an algebra r : A, + n,,, Aj in 

‘9I19(J) we obtain the commutative diagram 

FA, k O*Fs(~jz) 
Fs(njz) 

) l*FS (z~z) N FAj 

E 
1 1 

1: 

co* F’9”‘(r) 
F’Y”‘(z) 

b l-IjE,j*F19(“(z)~ j’ F’9”‘(z) 
I 
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Notice that by Lemma 3.1 the top composition in the above diagram is F(rcjr). Also, 

form Section 2.3, recall the definition of the continuous function hali~(~) :I% +&P(J). 

Using the commutative diagram above and the fact that 

commutes up to coherent isomorphism, it follows that the diagram 

commutes, where iJZ is the composition of r and iJ : njEJ Aj + n Ail%!. Consider the 

particular case where r = lnEJ~,, and apply F’@ to the morphism 

in %I*. Then, with the help of Lemma 5.1 and coherence we have that 

lFT) ) II,, FAj 

commutes. Since we started with an arbitrary J E ‘22 the result follows. 0 
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Lemma 5.3. Let F: ‘ill-+ 23 be a Top-indexed functor. For any ultrajlter % E %?p 
and any coalgebra 0 : A,,F -+ n Ai/9 in ‘QfF the diagram 

FA,, ” + F(nA,IS) fi, 
) RIM,/@) 

N 
1 I 

c‘s 

-> F+ ((T) xl-Ii* F’-9 (c)/Y i, ) ni*F19 (C)P& N ) IIFAil@ 

commutes. 

Proof. Apply Lemma 5.1 to the coalgebra i,-wa. Use the fact that the diagram 

commutes up to a coherent isomorphism and the coherent isomorphisms arising from 

the commutative diagrams 

in Top. 0 

Recall from Section 2.3 the definitions of 4, and h, :Zx, -+X. With a similar proof 

we have 

Lemma 5.4. Let X be a topological space and x0 EX. For any coalgebra (zn) in 2Xx 
the diagram 

WX(d 
(F%))x, 

1 

) ~%J*F*(~,)/J’& II F l-k* FX(z,)19~, 

u N 
1 

m* F’“O (q,) I)- 
F”%z,,) 

’ n U* F’“O(xz,,) Mxo 

commutes, where (Fx(z,)),, denotes the xoth component of the coalgebra Fx(zx). 
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6. From filtered colimit preserving functors to indexed functors 

We define now a functor (-) : Filt(A, B) -+ Top-ind(Q, 23). Given a colimit preserv- 

ing functor H : A -+ B, define Z? : ‘i!i -+ 23 as follows. For a topological space X and a 

coalgebra (rX) : (A,) --+ (nAu/Nx) in 2LX, define the nth component of Z?‘((rX)) to be 

the composition 

HA, 5 H @Au/&) --f+ 5 H 

“64 ( ) 

HAY - nHAu/./C’,, 
UEU 

where the middle isomorphism is due to the fact that H preserves filtered colimits and 

the last arrow is lim _UEX(Hr&~~ with 71,. . nuEU A, --) A,, the projection. A straight- 

forward diagram chasing shows that Z?‘( (rX) ) is a coalgebra in Bx. Given a morphism 

(fX): (zx) -+ (7:) in 21X define %‘((fX))= (Hfx) :~x((~x))+~x((~~)). Another dia- 

gram chasing shows that for every f : Y---t X in Top, the diagram 

commutes on the nose. Thus, fi is a strict Top-indexed functor. Given a natural trans- 

formation 0 : H + H’ in Filt(A, B) define gX(rX) = (@A,). This completes the definition 

of the fimctor (-). 

Theorem 6.1. Let A and B be categories with products andjltered colimits. Assume 
that in A and in B filtered colimits respect absolute equalizers, filtered colimits com- 
mute with jinite products and that reduced products are determined by ultraproducts 
in B. Then the functor 

(-)’ : Top-ind(VI, 23) -+ Filt(A, B) 

is an equivalence. 

Proof. We will-show that the ftmctor (^> defined above is a pseudo-inverse for (_)‘. 

Clearly, (_)’ 0 ( ) = 1 Fitt(&n). Let F : % -+ 8 be a Top-indexed ftmctor and X a topo- 
^X 

logical space. We have to define a natural transformation # : Fx -+ F1 . Let (zX) be 

a coalgebra in cUX. Notice that for any x E X we have x*F?~(~,) = F’(A,) = FA,. De- 

fine the tih component of q# (rX) to be the coherent isomorphism x*Fx( (zx) ) + FA,. 
We show now that this defines a morphism of coalgebras. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 show 

that this is the case when X = Zw for any ultrafilter (Z, S). We consider next the case 
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X = IT for a filter (1, F). Let CJ : A, + n Ai/9 be a coalgebra in ‘8’C Since in B 

reduced products are determined by ultraproducts it suffices to show that for every 

ultrafilter % on I containing F the diagram 

FA, 
FU 

) F(I’MJ~) a %J, FCII~Aj> 

commutes, where the right top horizontal arrow is due to the fact that F preserves 

filtered colimits and the right vertical arrow is induced by the products. The diagram 

above commutes as a consequence of Lemma 5.3. We now consider the general case. 

We have to show that for any x E X the diagram 

x*FX(zJ (F’(G)), )nu* FX(~~INx 

commutes. It suffices, in face of Lemma 2.3, that the diagram above composed 

with 

commutes. This follows from Lemma 5.4. 

It is straightforward to show that (p” is a natural transformation and that cp is indexed 

over Top. 0 

7. Subcategories closed under ultraproducts 

Suppose now that we have a full subcategory & of A with filtered colimits and 

such that the inclusion Aa -+ A preserves filtered colimits. Define the Top-indexed 

category ‘Xa as follows: For a topological space X, 2It is the full subcategory of 

ax whose objects are those coalgebras (rX) : (A,) -+ (n A,/&) such that for every 

x EX the object A, is in AC,. If f : Y--+X is a continuous map f* : ‘iX: -+ !!I; is the 

restriction of f * : (rrx + 21y. 

Let D be a directed preorder. Recall from Section 2.5 the topological spaces TD 

and T’D, the inclusion iD : TD -+ T’D and the comparison functor Gn : AD -+ 91UPD. 
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Lemma 7.1. If jltered colimits respect pointwise absolute coequalizers, then 

i* : ailD 4 %?r,T 

is an equivalence. 

Proof. The isomorphism 21TD -AD restricts to an isomorphism 21rD --+A:, and the 

comparison functor @n : AD 4 IUT’D also restricts to @pf, = @nI& : A: + %u,T D. 0 

Assume that in A and in B filtered colimits respect pointwise absolute equalizers. Let 

Aa be a full subcategory of A and Bs be a full subcategory of B closed under filtered 

colimits. Let F : VI0 + 230 be a Top-indexed functor. Notice that all the propositions 

of Section 3 remain true if we replace 9I and 23 by Ua and 80. In particular, 

Theorem 7.2. With the above notation, the jiunctor F’ : & + Bo preserves filtered 

colimits. 

Definition 7.3. With A and Aa as above we say that & is closed under A-ultraproducts 

if for every ultrafilter (I, a) the functor n, : A’ --+ A restricts to n, : A’, -+ Ao. 

Notice that, when the subcategories As and Ba are closed under ultraproducts we 

still obtain natural transformations 1/F% as in Section 5. With the same proofs we have, 

replacing QI and ‘23 with 2Iz0 and ?23s, Lemmas 5.1, 5.3 and 5.4. 

We do not get and explicit description of the transformations YFQ nor are we able 

to construct a Top-indexed functor as before due to the fact that we are not assuming 

that As or Bs have products. 

8. Categories of models 

All the conditions we have imposed on the category A are satisfied by any presheaf 

category. In particular, let us consider SetP for a small pretopos P. Denote the Top- 

indexed category of coalgebras for this category by GetP. We have the full subcategory 

Mod(P) of SetP of models. Since Mod(P) is closed under filtered colimits we can 

carry out the construction of Section 7, denote the resulting category by !IRobP. Recall 

the definition of the Top-indexed category !lXob(P) form Section 1, 

Lemma 8.1. The Top-indexed categories YJbb(P) and ‘!%bP are equivalent. 

Proof. Let X be a topological space. Given a coalgebra 

(rx) : (MC) + (rIMJ-4) 

in (9XobP y we obtain a fimctor P + Sh(X) defined by 

P H (%P) : (M,P) -+ ( nM,,PjJG) . 
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Conversely, given an elementary functor M : P + S&Y) we obtain a coalgebra 

(4 : (x*M) + ( n u*w) 
such that o,P is the xth component of MP: (x*MP) A (n u*MP/JV~). 0 

As a corollary to Theorem 7.2 we have 

Theorem 8.2. Given small pretoposes P and 0, and a Top-indexed functor 

F : %Gb( P) + %Rob(Q), 

the functor F’ : Mod(P) + Mod(Q) preserves filtered colimits. 
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